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5 areas were evaluated for conditions before and after installation:

Facility Use



Bicycle infrastructure has been shown to increase cycling rates and cyclist safety. Cycle tracks and
buffered bicycle lanes are shown to be particularly effective at attracting and improving safety for
cyclists. The facilities are relatively new additions to most U.S. cities, and more study is needed to
understand their impacts. This project looked at 2 facilities in Washington, DC.
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Motor vehicle volumes, before and after >
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After installation, DDOT sought to understand how well they work for cyclists, motorists, and
pedestrians in several regards, and to provide recommendations for these and future facility designs.
Two-way section—L St to M St

15th Street Northwest Cycle Track
Typical cycle track adjacent to one-way traffic with left turns (north of Massachusetts Ave)



Cross section of two-way section (south of Massachusetts Ave)

Multimodal Level of Service (MMLOS)—analysis
for bicyclists, pedestrians, and motor vehicles using the Highway Capacity
Manual 2010 method. The model includes motor vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian counts; speed data; lane geometry and cross-section information.
Danish Bicycle LOS— Predicts 6 levels of satisfaction along road segments
and LOS based on the splits; calibrated using data from Denmark. Factors
applied include motor vehicle volumes, average speeds, land use types,
cross-section dimensions, presence of sidewalks, medians, bus stops, vegetation, number of travel lanes, pedestrian and bike volumes, and number of
parked vehicles
Bicycle Environment Quality Index (BEQI)—Scores are out of a maximum of
100, broken into quintiles rated from poor to highest quality. Based on survey respondents’ ranking of importance of indicator values for bicycle quality. The model includes the presence of a marked bicycle facility and width,
connectivity, driveway cuts, traffic calming, bicycle signs, lighting, vegetation, bicycle parking, pavement type, posted speed, motorized vehicle volumes and cross-section, line-of-sight, land use information.

Convenience


Conflicts with turning cars on 15th St cycle track

Safety

Bicycle volumes, before and after

Efficient Operations

In 2010, DDOT installed a cycle track on 15th Street NW and buffered median bicycle lanes on
Pennsylvania Avenue NW. The facilities provide safe travel into and through the downtown area. Their
installation supported the District’s Bicycle Master Plan and also set the stage for the launch of the
region’s bicycle sharing program, Capital Bikeshare.

One-way section—Corcoran St to R St

Outcomes

Methodology

15th St cyclists use pedestrian signal indications



Corridor travel times and progression for bicyclists. No corresponding
thresholds have been defined for bicycles, therefore LOS was assessed using
free-flow speed thresholds for motor vehicles on two-lane highways.
Corridor travel and stoppage time for motor vehicles on 15th Street.

Crashes before and after installation using police
department reports. 4 years of before data, 1 year
of after data. >

Pennsylvania Avenue Peak Hour Bicycle Volumes
Example crash report

Peak hour volumes increased over 250%
between April ‘10 and June ‘12. Citywide,
volumes increased only 32% during this period.

Video analysis to determine bicyclist, pedestrian,
and driver compliance with traffic laws, traffic control devices, and interactions between modes.
Video still: 15th at Massachusetts

Volumes decreased 15-21% between Oct. ‘09
and June ‘11. Causes not clear, enforced turn
restrictions possibly contribute.

Fairly constant volumes—4-10% increase on the
two-way portion, 1.2% decrease on one-way
portion between Sept. ‘07 and July ‘11 .

Multimodal LOS (MMLOS)

Video still: Pennsylvania at 9th

For bicyclists

Most segments remain unchanged at LOS A or B

All remain at LOS E or better, in part thanks to
prior extensive signal retiming.

For motor vehicles

Most segments remain at LOS D or E, only minor
changes after installation

Increased from E (Poor) to C (Average)

Danish bicycle LOS

Very
Satisfied
Moderately
Satisfied
A Little
Satisfied
A Little
Dissatisfied
Moderately
Dissatisfied
Very
Dissatisfied

Comfort
Survey of users, pedestrians , motorists, and neighboring residents and businesses to understand experiences, behaviors, attitudes, and perceptions.
-Users—online survey via intercept (45% response rate)
-Pedestrians—intercept survey
-Residents—mail survey (18-26%
response rate)

Increased from “average” to “high quality”

Bicycle Environment Quality
Index (BEQI)

15th Street Danish Bicycle LOS Scores

Increased from D and E to A and B
Increased from “average” to “high” and “highest”
Very
Satisfied
Moderately
Satisfied
A Little
Satisfied
A Little
Dissatisfied
Moderately
Dissatisfied
Very
Dissatisfied

Convenience

3rd to 9th Streets: LOS D to F

Example survey mailing

10th to 15th Streets: LOS A to D
(Not collected due to missing before data)

Pennsylvania Avenue Survey Responses

-Businesses—online survey via
business improvement district
(37% response rate)

MMLOS is a poor indicator for cycle tracks—LOS
scores remained the same or even decreased post
-implementation. Poor pavement quality an issue
for LOS.

For pedestrians

Pennsylvania Avenue Danish Bicycle LOS Scores

Corridor progression for bicyclists
Southern third of corridor>
<Eastern half of corridor
Northern two-thirds of
corridor>
< Western half of corridor
Corridor travel and stoppage
time for motor vehicles

E to I Streets: LOS D or better
I to U : LOS E or worse. Northbound signal
progression for vehicles particularly impacts
southbound cyclists.
Relatively unchanged: less than 14% decrease ,
some segments improved

Safety

Cyclists: I feel safer cycling on Pennsylvania Ave. because of the center bike lanes

Bicycle crashes increased:
 BEFORE—9 in 4 years crashes)
 AFTER—16 in 14 months

-Motorists—from resident survey, considered only those who
owned vehicles

Motorists: Overall, I like that bicycles are
separated from the motor vehicle traffic

Average of 42% of cyclists violate signals. Many
don’t stop behind the stop bar
“Near-collisions” with pedestrians and/or cars
were reported by nearly half of cyclists; few
observed on video

n=62

Bicycle crashes, before and
after

Bicycle crashes, when adjusted for volume,
increased slightly:
 BEFORE—20 in 4 years
 AFTER—13 in 10 months

Bicyclist compliance with
signals

Over 40% of cyclists violate signals. Many don’t
know what indication to follow. Compliance is
related to delay and conflicting traffic volume

Interactions between modes

Cyclists encounter many pedestrians; during
congested periods, cross traffic often blocks
intersection—more of a convenience than safety
issue

Pennsylvania Ave cross section

15th Street Survey Responses
Cyclists: I feel safer cycling on 15th Street
because of the cycle track.

Pedestrians: I feel safer crossing 15th
Street now because of the cycle track.

Comfort
Residents: The center bike lanes on Pennsylvania Avenue are a valuable asset to my
neighborhood

Cycling safer and easier; a useful connection
Sidewalk riding down; but there is competition
with cyclists for space in the intersection
medians

n=79

Like separate space; don’t like U-turn
prohibitions; confusion about right of way at
intersections

Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree

15th and K Streets intersection crossing

Motor vehicle volumes,
before and after

15th Street Peak Hour Bicycle Volumes

Efficient Operations

Cycle track in two-way section at T intersection

Hamilton Pl pedestrian crossing of cycle track

Bicycle volumes, before and
after

Largely unchanged at LOS A or B



15th Street NW Cycle Track
Peak hour volumes increased 500-600% on the
one-way portion of the corridor between Oct. ‘09
and June ‘12, and over 200% on the two-way
portion between Sept. ‘10 and June ‘12.

Improve from LOS D to C for the entire facility;
individual segments all LOS A (issue with MMLOS
method)

Pennsylvania Ave signs and signal poles

Loading adjacent to 15th St cycle track

Measures
Facility Use

Pennsylvania Avenue NW Median Lanes

Two-way

In recent years, Washington, D.C. has emerged as one of the foremost cities for bicycling in the United
States. Bicycling in the District has grown considerably as the District Department of Transportation
(DDOT) has actively pursued construction of bicycle facilities on its roadways. One reason for this
success is DDOT’s willingness to try new and innovative bicycle treatments.

15th Street NW

Background

One-way

Downtown Washington, DC Bicycle Lane Network

Cycle track intersection approach in one-way section

Somewhat Disagree

n=134

Strongly Disagree

Over 70% think cycle track is a valuable
neighborhood asset; most support investments
in cycling infrastructure
Mixed support, but 90% think that the bike lane
does not affect their property/business

Key

Median bicycle lanes traveling southeast on Pennsylvania Avenue

Improved

Mixed results

Cyclists

High satisfaction rate, users go out of way to use

Pedestrians

Sidewalk riding down; improved streetscape; only
45% feel safer crossing 15th Street now

Motorists

Like separate space; congestion did not worsen;
don’t like waiting to make left turns

Residents

Over 80% think cycle track is valuable
neighborhood asset; most support investments in
cycling infrastructure

Businesses

n=89

Residents: I support the 15th Street cycle track.

Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat Disagree

Makes deliveries more challenging; mixed support
n=804

Worsened

n=690

Strongly Disagree

Relatively unchanged, neither negative nor positive
Poor pavement condition

Recommendations

15th Street




Pennsylvania Avenue Northwest Buffered Median Lanes

Educational flyer describing how to turn on
Pennsylvania Avenue



Include cyclist progression as a factor in future signal re-timing.

Through vehicles being held during left-turn phase on Pennsylvania Avenue

Institute a cyclist education and enforcement campaign to encourage
compliance with traffic signals





Median bicycle lanes approaching intersection with through and turn lanes

Typical cross-section of Pennsylvania Avenue

Median bicycle lane schematics at typical intersection types along corridor

Green lane at driveway/intersection

Install a bicycle box at 15th/Pennsylvania for turning cyclists
Use bicycle signal heads to control bicycle movements and minimize confusion
Add green pavement coloring at high conflict driveways and intersections

Pennsylvania Avenue



Improve pavement conditions along cycle track

 Use bicycle signals and/or markings and signs to clarify and improve



Add pedestrian crossing islands north of Massachusetts Ave

Install bicycle box at 15th St/Pennsylvania Ave
Existing

Proposed

operations.




Median bicycle lane schematics at typical intersection types along corridor

Some drivers are unsure of right-of-way at intersections

Example bicycle signal

Current bicycle signs on Pennsylvania Avenue
Independent vehicle and bicycle through phases would improve
motor vehicle progression. The bicycle lane is to the left of the vehicle left-turn lane and the current configuration requires through
motorists to stop when the left-turn phase is activated.

Proposed redesign of 15th St with
pedestrian refuge islands at V St
Rendering of proposed redesign

 Decrease the size of signage to decrease the sight distance obstructions

for cyclists

Conclusions

 Greater protection for cyclists from illegal U-turning vehicles
 Additional pavement markings to reduce bicycle/pedestrian conflicts




For Bicycles: Pavement marking in advance Pedestrian pavement marking
example (New York City)
of crosswalk (e.g. “WAIT HERE”)
For Pedestrians: Bike stencils on crosswalk >

Illegal U-turn educational campaign (2013)

Proposed traffic separator

Engineering drawing of proposed redesign

The innovative bicycle facilities have overwhelmingly succeeded in increasing cyclist comfort and convenience, without seriously impacting
motor vehicle operations. The facilities have been embraced by residents
and cyclists, though concerns exist about safety and the impacts on the
business community.
DDOT is already using the results of this study to improve the design
of existing and future facilities. Safety data will continue to be monitored
and over time hopefully will show more improvement.

